
REconomy journey to building 
a Transition local economy

1 - WHY WORK ON 
BUILDING A LOCAL 
ECONOMY?

why is Transition interested 
in economics & business?

[powerpoint presentation with explanation; link 
to TN website]

what is the economy, 
how does it work?

[video/text by economist]

7 features of a 
Transition economy 

addresses climate change, peak oil 
& resource scarcity [short text]

does natural capital accounting [short text]

works with closed loop / 
industrial ecology processes [short text]

has 'right sized' business profits 
for dynamic equilibrium economy [short text]

localisation [short text]

business-social integration: social & 
environmental responsibility, fair trading & 
employment, equitable profit distribution [short text]

Is everyone in 
your TI on 
board? YES / 
NO

how to progress if NO

influencing your 
TI colleagues

setting up B+L group

bringing new people in how to induct new people to Transition

key points on T economy [exec summary of presentation]

[short text/link to TN website?]

[short text]

[short text/link to TN website?]

Focus on 4 key sectors: food, housing, 
transport, energy generation

[short text]

2 - WHAT IS A 
TRANSITION 
ECONOMY? 

creating a vision

Has your TI already 
produced a vision 
for its locality? 
YES / NO

If NO [pdf guide to developing 
a vision; workshop plan; 
visioning exercise; video of TI 
example; link to TTandC and/
or TT for workshop facilitation]

If YES  - does it include 
vision for a local economy?

if NO [pdf guide to integrating local economy 
into generic Transition vision]

If YES - does it include 7 features 
of Transition economy? If NO [pdf guide to integrating these features] 

[link to section]

If YES - does the vision 
have a defined boundary 
with clear rationale?

If NO [pdf guide to setting a rational boundary]

If YES - have other stakeholders 
contributed to developing this vision? 
YES / NO

If NO [pdf guide to identifying 
key stakeholders to involve, 
and how to involve them] 

If YES [pdf guide on effective communication]

Why create a vision?

[link to TN website re value of vision]

3 - DEVELOPING 
A STRATEGY

how is the vision different to 
current situation?

[pdf guide to mapping 
vision to current situation; 
TI case study example]

what aspects of vision are already happening?

[pdf guide on where to find information incl LAs, 
3rd sector network orgs, businesses in 4 key 
sectors]

[pdf guide on how much information to gather - 
checklist + factors to consider in making 
judgement; TI case study examples]

4 - IDENTIFYING GAPS 
& OPPORTUNITIES

Influencing existing businesses to adopt new 
Transition business model

[link to 7 features of T economy]

how to identify which businesses to target?

[PDF guide on identifying 'early adopters' with 
explanation of theory on diffusion of innovation; 
identifying orgs for ripple effect due to their 
influence in sector or locality by size, no of 
employees, key service provision]

how to approach businesses

Useful competencies

business knowledge / experience

understanding of 7 features of Transition 
economy/business model

communication, negotiation & interpersonal 
skills

Are there people within your TI with these 
competencies? YES/ NO

If NO [text or pdf guide on developing these 
competencies; link to TTandC /Transition for 
Business training course?; ideas for strategic 
partnerships with intermediaries]

what works well in engaging businesses [pdf guide with web survey findings]

what to talk to 
businesses about

the power of storytelling

using the business case

[case study examples from Transition 
Maidenhead

[pdf guide with key facts, statistics, quotes from 
business CEOs]

[link to TTandC services to support businesses 
shift to new Transition business model]

New enterprises with 
Transition business 
model

TROUBLESHOOTING

EVALUATING THE WORK

Setting up a TI enterprise

Supporting others 
to set up their 
own enterprise

etc

[link to REconomy web forum; LinkedIn group; 
create 'Ask the Community' page]

[pdf checklist]
how does it fit with vision?

who will do it? Is there energy for it?

is the business proposition viable? ie people, 
skills, location, markets, financing

[signposting]

[variety of case studies]

how to get others involved

[replicable models]

[pdf process framework]


